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1.0 Introduction
1.1 What is the Offshore Constitutional Settlement?
The Offshore Constitutional Settlement OCS is a legal arrangement between the
Commonwealth and State Governments, and defines control over the fisheries which operate
off each State of Australia. For the %*stern Australian coast, the first set of arrangements took
effect in 1987.
The OCS of 1995 specifies five arrangements, under which the fisheries inside the 200 nautical
mile approximately 370 km limit of the Australian Fishing Zone AFZ come under either
State, Commonwealth, or joint control.
1.2 How does it affect commercial fishers?
The Offshore Constitutional Settlement is legally binding.
If you are a commercial fisher OCSarrangementsaffect not only the target and by-catch species
you may take, but which licences you may need, and whether Commonwealthor State fisheries
management applies in that area.
It is your responsibility to make sure you understand these OCS arrangements and obey the
law.
However, if you have any doubts about how the law applies to you, discuss the matter with
the Fisheries Department of WA on 09482 7333 before you purchase a licence or go fishing.
A mistake could cost you money and fishing time.
1.3 Overview of the Offshore Constitutional Settlement, 1995
In general, the OCS 1995 says that the State will control all fish out to 200 nautical miles,
except for:
* Northern prawn fishery - controlled by the Commonwealth;
* Tuna and tuna-like fish - controlled by the Commonwealth;
* Deep water trawling in waters more than 200 metres deep outside the 200 metre
isobath - controlled by the Commonwealth;
* Shark fishing eastof Koolan Island - controlled jointly by the State and Commonwealth
under State law;
* Demersal longlining and demersal gilinetting south of 33° South - controlled jointly
by the State and Commonwealth, under State law.
The OCS arrangements recognise that fishing methodsoften result in fish other than the target
species being caught, commonly called the by-catch. To deal with this issue the government
that licenses the fishery is given control over the by-catch. However, for the two main
Commonwealth-licensed fisheries off WA, the tuna and tuna-like species fishexy and the
northern prawn fishery, the State and Commonwealth governments have developed
agreements which limit how many of each type of fish may be caught as a by-catch.
These agreements, contained in Memoranda of Understanding MOU, allow State fishing
boat licence holders to catch a limited number of Commonwealth-controlled fish. Similarly,
Commonwealth fishing licence or permit holders may catch a limited number of State-
controlled fish.
The purpose of these MOUs is to manage fish stocks for the future - ensuring a commercially
viable and ecologically sustainable fish stock.
I
Refer to Name ofAtrangement Area it covers: Controlled ta’: Species and methods it OVłt5
Section
2
The OCS Arrangement between the Commonwealth of
Australia and the State of Western Australia in relation
to the fishery for fish and other aquatic biological
resources in waters relevant to Western Australia.
All waters seaward of
low water mark, off WA.
See Maps 1 and 2.
State All bony fish and shark other than in Arrangements
below; all aquatic invertebrates; all marine algae and
all seagrasses; plus by-catch.
Sections
3 and 7
The OCS Arrangement between the Commonwealth of
Australia and the State of Western Australia in relation
to the fishery for tuna and tuna-like species.
All waters seaward of
low water mark, off WA.
See Map 3.
.
Commonwealth VellowfIn, southern bluefin, blgeye, longtail, albacore,
northern bluefin, and skipjack tunas; pomfrets outside
the 200 metre isobath; bilifish; baitfish for own use in
tuna fishery; plus by-catch.
Sections
4 and 8
The OCS Arrangement between the Commonwealth of
AustralIa and the State of Western Australia In relation
to the northern prawn fishery.
All waters seaward of
low water mark, east of
Cape Londonderry 1 2&
58’ E. See Map 4.
Commonwealth Prawns; scampi; bugs; scallops; squid when taken




The OCS Arrangement between the Commonwealth of
Australia and the State of Westom Australia in relation
to the northern shark fishery In waters east of Koolan
Island.
All waters seaward of
low water mark, off
north-west WA east of










The OCS Arrangement between the Commonwealth of
Australia and Ihe State of Western Australia in relation
to the southern demersal gilinet and longline fishery In
waters south of Latftude 330 South.
All waters seaward of
low water mark, off WA






All bony and cartilaginous fish using demersal gillnets
or any line except handline, troll line, dropline or
pelagic longline unless allowed to use one for tuna
and tuna-like species.





This summary does not provide you with all the information you require. Make sure you also
read the OCS arrangements described in the relevant chapters so you are fishing legally.
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1.4 How to use this document
This document aims to explain the legislation and help you to understand your rights and
responsibilities.
The terni "fish" has been used in its broadest sense, to describe any form of marine life taken
from the water, and includes red, green and brown algaes and seagrasses.
Sketch maps show the general areas of State and Commonwealthjurisdiction, and axe indicative
only.
Table I provides a summary of the five 03 arrangements. It is important that this be read in
conjunction with the more detailed explanations of each arrangement in Chapters2to 6.
Chapter 7 and 8 detail the by-catch limits allowed under the two MOUs between the State
and Commonwealth Governments.
Chapter 9 provides examples of how by-catch limits may work in practice.
The Appendix reproduces the original OCS arrangements in full.
1.5 Background to the Offshore Constitutional Settlement
The Offshore Constitutional Settlement arrangements which took effect during 1987 and 1988
set out to simpli5’ legal arrangements for the management of fisheries operating in both State
and Commonwealth waters. The 03 of 1995 has further refined those arrangements.
Since Federation in 1901, State parliaments have had the power to make fishery laws that
apply within three nautical miles of the shore coastal waters. In 1955 the Commonwealth
FisheriesAct 1952 came into force to regulate ftshingbyAustralianboats in waters proclaimed
under the Act outside coastal waters proclaimed waters.
Commonwealth proclaimed waters originally extended from the three nautical mile limit of
coastal waters to 200 nautical miles seaward of the baseline from which theAustralian territorial
sea is measured. Australia controls foreign fishing as well as local fishing in this area.
Before 03, fisheries operating in both State and Commonwealth waters were often managed
by the one authoritiç but two sets of legislation applied. Fishermen, even within the. same
fishery, needed two sets of licences.
Changes made to fisheries management regulations required both State and Commonwealth
fisheries notices, and in extreme cases, amendmentsto both State and Commonwealth Fisheries
Acts. In some cases management rules differed between State and Commonwealth waters
within the same fishery
In 1983 amendments to State and Commonwealth Fisheries Acts allowed the Commonwealth
and State to enter a formal legal arrangement for fisheries operating on both sides of the three
nautical mile line.
Thereafter, fisheries defined in an arrangement were then managed under a single law, instead
of two laws. The applicable law may be either State or Commonwealth. In addition, the
amendments established Fisheries JointAuthorities, comprising the Commonwealthand State
Ministers responsible for fisheries.
Arrangements under the OCS of 1988 for WA fisheries therefore fell into three categories:
1. Fisheries managed by the State under State law as far seaward as the arrangement spedfied;
2. Fisheries managed by the Western Australian Fisheries Joint Management Authority under
State laws in waters where the arrangement applied;
3. Fisheries managed by the Commonwealth under Commonwealth law in waters where the
arrangement applied.
3
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Eleven of the 15 fisheries covered byOCS arrangementsin WA. were then managed exclusively
under WA legislation by the Fisheries Department of WA.
The Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority made up of the-then State and Federal
Ministers responsible for fisheries, but with routine adminisfration by the-then Australian
Fisheries Serviceand theWA Fisheries Departhient, managed the two fisheries which exploited
southern shark stocks under State laws.
The Commonwealth had complete jurisdiction for the remaining two fisheries: the northern
prawn fishery and the tuna fishery
A full description of how these 1988 arrangements operated can be found in Fisheries
Management Paper No 20, Fisheries Department of WA, July 1988.
In practice, it was found that the 1988 arrangementsdid not allow for all aspects of the fisheries
to be effectively administered between the State and the Commonwealth. In 1991 a new
Commonwealth Fisheries Management Act was introduced, making the OCS provisions in
the 1952 Act due to expire in February 1994. This was later extended to February 1995.
After WA amended its Fisheries Act the way was opened for the negotiations required to
produce new, comprehensive OCS arrangements.
The OCS of 1995 came Into effect on February 31995, and now states that all fisheries off WA,
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The arrangements apply as tar offshore as they specify. Generally the arrangements cover all
waters off WA, being coastal waters and waters of the Australian Fishing Zone that lie within
the area described in Schedule 2 of the Petroleum Submerged Lands Act 1967 under the
beading "Area that includes the Adjacent Area in Respect of Western Australia". An
arrangement to manage a fishery under Commonwealth law cannot apply to waters within
the limits of the State, such as coastal lands, estuaries, and tidal waters of rivers and bays.
2.0 General arrangement
"Arrangement between the Commonwealth and State of Western Australia in relation to the
fishery for fish and other aquatic biological resources in waters relevant to Western Australia".
This general arrangement differs from the OCS of 1988 in one important way. In 1988 the
legislation said which fisheries the State would control, and the rest belonged to the
Commonwealth.
The 03 of 1995 specifically lists the fisheries which the Commonwealth will control, and
those which will be jointly managed with the State. Ownership, or control, of all the remaining
fisheries are handed over to the WA Government for management under WA law.
Map I indicates the area covered by this arrangement.
The reader will be referred to other chapters for details on the fisheries controlled by the
Commonwealth or under joint management.
hi general, Commonwealth or joint control is applied to migratory fish, deep water species,
fisheries which involve overseas interest, and fisheries operating in the waters of more than
one State.
2.1 Commonwealth control
Commonwealth control seeks to ensure that uniform laws operate throughout the fishery.
The Australian Fisheries ManagementAuthorityAFMA undertakes licensing and regulation
of these fisheries.
The fish coming under Commonwealth control are:
* Tuna and tuna-like fish. See Chapter 3 for full details.
* Billfish. See Chapter 3 for full details.
* Pomfrets taken in water deeper than 200 metres outside the 200 metre isobath by
any method. See Chapter 3 for full details;
* Baitfish for the licence-holder’s own use, except for use in fish farms, in catching tuna
and tuna-like fish. See Chapter 3 for full details;
* All fish taken by the use of trawl gear in waters deeper than 200 metres. The specific
fisheries affected are the North West Slope Deepwater Thawl, the Western Deepwater
Trawl and the Great Australian Bight Trawl. See Map 2 for details.
* The northern prawn fishery See Chapter 4 for details.
* Mackerel Greenback jack, Peruvian jack, blue, redbait and yellowtail jack taken in
waters seaward of coastal waters i.e. three nautical miles of the State.
* Fish taken as a by-catch by a Commonwealth licensed boat in one of the above
Commonwealth fisheries. The number of fish which may be taken as a by-catch in the
northern prawn and the tuna and tuna-like species fisheries is strictly limited, and is
set out in two MOUs. Details can be found in Chapters 7 and 8.
2.2 Joint control
The fish coming under the joint authority of the State and Commonwealth Governments are
managed under State law by the Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority.
5
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These are:
* The northern shark fishery See Chapter 5 for details.
* The southern demersal gillnet and longline fishery See Chapter 6 for details.
2.3 State control
After excluding the fisheries now agreed to be under Commonwealth or joint control, all
remaining fisheries in waters offWA will be licensed and managed by the Fisheries Department
of WA. These include:
* Class Osteichthyes bony fish such as snapper;
* Class Chondrichthyes cartilaginous fish such as sharks and rays;
* Aquatic invertebrates such as rock lobster, prawns, and shells;
* Marine algae of the Divisions aoroph>4a, Rodophyta and Phacophyta green, red
and brown algae;
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3.0 Tuna and Thna-Iike species fishery
"An arrangement between the Commonwealth and State of Western Australia in relation to
the fishery for tuna and tuna like species".
The general arrangement outlined in Chapter 2 describes the fisheries passed to the State of
WA, with a number of exceptions. In this arrangement the Commonwealth is legally given
control of tuna and tuna-like species.
The tuna fishery deals with a highly migratory species, and is fished by boats horn other
States and by international fleets. It is managed by the Commonwealth to ensure consistent
controls over the entire fishery
Under this OCS arrangement the Commonwealth has complete control for specified tuna and
tuna-like species in waters off WA.
Map 3 indicates the area covered by this arrangement.
7
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The following tuna and tuna-like species will be managed by the Commonwealth:
* Yellowfin tuna Thunnus albacares;
* Southern bluefin tuna Thunnus maccoyii;
* Bigeye tuna Thunnus obesus;
* Longtail tuna Thunnus tonggoV;
* Albacore tuna Thunnus alalunga;
* Northern bluefin tuna Thunnus thynnus;
* Skipjack tuna Katsuwonus pelainis;
* Pomfrets family Bramidae in waters more than 200 metres deep outside the 200
metre isobath;
* Billfish families Istiophoridae and Xiphiidae;
* Baitfish taken for the licence-holder’sown use, except for use in fish farms, in catching
tuna and tuna-like fish.
The Commonwealth also controls any fish taken when fishing for the above species under an
AFMA fishing concession for tuna i.e. the by-catch. The Commonwealth does not control
tuna and tuna-like fish taken as a by-catch by State boats.
However, the by-catches for both State and Commonwealth licensees in relation to the tuna
fishery are strictly limited by the MOU set out in Chapter 7.
4.0 Northern prawn fishery
"An arrangement between the Commonwealth and State of Western Australia in relation to
the northern prawn fishery".
The general arrangement outlined in Chapter 2 describes the fisheries passed to the State of
WA, with a number of exceptions. In this arrangement the Commonwealth is legally given
control of that portion of the northern prawn fishery operating in waters off WA.
The northern prawn fishery operates in waters off WA, Queensland and the Northern Territorj,c
and is fished by boats and companies from throughout Australia. It is managed by the
Commonwealth to ensure consistent controls over the entire fishery
Under this OCS arrangement the Commonwealthhas complete control for the northern prawn
fishery in waters off WA east of Cape Londonderry in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf east of 126°
58’.
Map 4 indicates the area covered by this arrangement.
The following species will be managed by the Commonwealth, except when a bait or haul net
is set from and drawn to the shore:
* Prawns decapod crustacea of the families Penaeidae, Aristeidae, and Solenoceridae;
* Scampi decapod crustacea of the family Nephropidae;
* Bugs decapod crustacea of the family Scyllaridae;
* Shrimps decapod crustacea of the Infraonier Caridae;
Scallops mollusca of the family Pectinidae.
The Commonwealth also controls any fish taken when fishing for the above species under an
AFMA fishing concession for the northern prawn fishery i.e. the by-catch.
8
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Also covered under this arrangement are;
* Squid rnollusca of the family Loliginidae when prawn trawl apparatus is used;
By-catch limits in relation to the northern prawn fishery are strictly limited by the MOU set
out in Chapter 8.
"An arrangement between the Commonwealth and State of Western Australia in miation to
the northern shark fishery east of Koolan Island".
The general arrangement outlined in Chapter 2 descrIbes the fisheries passed to the State of
WA, with a number of exceptions. In this arrangement the Commonwealth and the State of
WA are legally given joint contml over the northern shark fishery
The northern shark fishery operates in waters off WA, and a similar fishery operates off the
Northern Territory As there is an overlap of interest, the fishery is controlled by the WA
Fisheries Joint Authority under State law, and managed by the Fisheries Department of WA.
5.0 Northern shark fishery
9
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This OCS arrangement covers the area east of Koolan Island the meridian of longitude 123°
45’ East, and north of the parallel of latitude 17°South.
Map 5 indicates the area covered by this arrangement.
The following species will be managed by the Joint Authority:
All sharks and rays cartilaginous fish of the Class Chondrichthyes caught by pelagic
glilnetting, demersal gillnetting, and demersal longlining. The Joint Authority does
not contml cartilaginous fish taken by an AFMA licensed boat when operating in a
Commonwealth managed fishery
* All bony fish Class Oteichthyes taken by a boat licensed to operate in the Joint.
Authority fishery
6.0 Southern demersal gifinet and longline fishery
"An arrangement between the Commonwealth and State of Western Australia in relation to
the joint authority dernersal gillnet and longline fishery in waters south of latitude 33° South".
The general arrangement outlined in Chapter 2 describes the fisheries passed to the State of
10
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WA, with a number of exceptions. In this arrangement the Commonwealth and the State of
WA are legally given joint contml over the southern dernersal gillnet and longline fishery
This fishery primarily target sharks and mush except tuna, and operates in waters off WA
and South Australia. As there is an overlap of interest the fishery is controlled by the WA
Fisheries Joint Authority under State law, and managed by the Fisheries Department of WA.
This OCS arrangement covers the area south of latitude 33° south.
Map 6 indicates the area covered by this arrangement.
The fishing methods of hand lines, troll lines, diop tines, and pelagic longlines used for taking
tuna and tuna-like fish under a Commonwealth licence are not included in this arrangement.
The following species will be managed by the JointAuthority when taken by the use ofdemersal
gitlnets and alt other lines:
* All sharks and rays cartilaginous fish of the Class Chondrichthyes;
* All bony fish such as snapper Class Osteichthyes.
The arrangement inctudes all by-catch taken by a boat licensed for the Joint Authority fishery
while the boat is operating within that fishery
H
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The Joint Authority does not control cartilaginous and bony fish taken by an AFMA licensed
boat legally operating in another Commonwealth-licensed fishery By-catch limits apply in
the fishery for tuna and tuna-like species. See Chapter 7 for details.
7.0 By-catch limits for the tuna and tuna-like species fishery
"Memorandum of Understanding between the Commonwealth of Australia and the State of
Western Australia with respect to the fishery for tuna and tuna-like species".
This MOU describes how the Commonwealth and State will work together to manage fish
resourtes and control by-catches in waters off WA
The States and Commonwealth will establish forn%al and consultative procedures to share
fishery catch and effort data, reseaith results, and relevant management information and
directions. This will help fisheries managers work together in planning for the future of our
fisheries and our fish stocks.
7.1 By-catch limits
Of most immediate concern to fishers, however, is the part of the MOU which defines the by-
catch species and the number of fish which may be taken by fishers operating itt waters off
WA.
It is recognised that fishers often cannot avoid catching fish species which they are not targeting,
and which technically they are not licensed to take. Special by-catch allowances in the OCS
will mean fishers axe not breaking the law.
Hawevet the numbers and species allowed as a by-catch are strictly controlled. This will
prevent unscrupulousoperatorsfrom takingan excessivenumber of nan-target species, which
could damage the future viability of the fish stock and the fishery itself.
Trip limit refers to the maximum number of, or weight of, fish which can be on board the boat
named on the fishing licence at any one time.
7.1.2 State fishers, by-catch limits t Commonwealth fish
The State of WA has agreed to ensure that fishers operating under State licences only take a
limited number of the tuna and tuna-like species under Commonwealth control. The trip
limits are shown in lhble 2.
Table 2. By-catch limits of tuna and tuna-like species which may be taken by fishers operating
under State ilcences.
Maximum number of fish
allowed as a by-catch per trip
trw limit


































* The Commonwealth has agreed not to Issue fishing licences to target BilIfish.
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7.1.2 Commonwealth fishers, by-catch limits of State fish
The Commonwealth agrees to ensure that fishers operating under Commonwealth fishing
concessions will only take a limited number of the fish under State or joint control. The trip
limits are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. By -catch Omits of State or Jointly controlled fish which may be taken Dy fishers
operating under Commonwealth fIshIng concessions In the tuna and tuna-like specIes fIshery.
Maximum number of fish
allowed as a by-catch per trip
trip limit
Common name Latin name





























































8.0 By-catch limits for the northern prawn fishery
"Memorandum of Understanding between the Commonwealth of Australia and the State of
Western Australia with respect to the northern prawn fishery".
This MOU describes how the Commonwealth and State will work together to manage fish
resources and control by-catches in waters off WA.
The States and Commonwealth will establish formal and consultative procedures to share
fishery catch and effort data, research results, and relevant management information and
directions. This will help fisheries managers work together in planning for the future of our
fisheries and our fish stocks.
13
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8.1 By-catch limits
Of most immediate concern to fishers, however, is the part of the MOU which defines the by
cathh species and the number of fish which may be taken by fishers operating in waters off
WA.
it is recognised that fishers cannot avoid catching fish species which they are not taigeting,
and which technically they are not licensed to take. Special by-catch allowances in the MOU
will mean fishers are not breaking the law.
However, the numbers and species allowed as a by-catch are strictly controlled. This will
prevent unscrupulousoperators from taking an excessive number of non-target species, which
could damage the future viability of the fish stock and the fishery itself.
Thp limit refers to the maximum number of, or weight of, fish which can be on board the boat
named on the fishing licence at any one time.
Table 4. By -catch limits of State or jointly controlled fish which may be taken by fishers
operating under Commonwealth fishing concessions In the northern prawn fishery.
Maximum number of fish
a/Iowe4as a by-catch per trip
?rip limit























6 Rock lobster Panulirus omatus only No
limit on other species
10 per vessel Mud crab ScylIa so.
10 In total any combination Flnfish of these species:
Narrow barred spanish
mackerel







500 kg gilled and gutted weight
or equivalent in the first
banana season March to 30
June with a 50 kg limit outside
this season.
Saddle tailed snapper, red
snapper and red emperor
LutJanus malabaricus and L.
erythropterus
An amount not exceeding the
prawn catch of the northern
prawn fishery fleet in any
calendar year.
Squid Molluse of the family
Loliglnidae




100 sets of fins Shark Iin All species
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8.1.1 Commonwealth fishers, by-catch limits of State fish
The Commonwealth agrees to ensure that concession holders in the northern prawn fishery
will only take a limited number of the fish under State or joint control. Species other than
those listed below are not subject to a trip limit. Species controlled by trip limits are shown in
Table 4.
9.0 Sample situations
The following sample situations may help fishers come to grips with exactly what the Offshore
Constitutional Settlement may mean for them.
Even though they may not cover an exact query, these examples will provide an insight into
how the arrangements work in a similar situation.
If you are still unsure about how the arrangements may affect your fishing, try writing down
your situation in a similar way to the examples below Then contact the Fisheries Department
of WA on 09482 7333.
9.1 Bill, shark fisher
Bill is a commercial fisher working in the shark fishery off the west coast of WA, somewhere
near Onslow. Under the general arrangement this fishery is licensed by the State, so Bill works
under WA State law administered by the Fisheries Department of WA. He catches some
yellowfin and blgeye tuna on one of his fishing trips. These are Commonwealth fish. Is Bill
breaking the law?
The general arrangement provides the State with control over Bill’s by-catch. However, the
Memorandum of Understanding MOU for tuna and tuna-like species only allows Bill to
take a certain number of these fish as a by-catch.
Bill can take only two 2 of any combination of these fish. Providinghe has, say, one yellowfin
and one bigye tuna on this trip he is operating totally legally.
Refer to sections 2, 3 and 7 for more information.
92 Dusty, prawn fisher
Dusty is a commercial prawn fishet working in the northern prawn fishery off the north coast
of WA. Under the northern prawn fishery arrangement this fishery is licensed by the
Commonwealth, so Dusty works under Commonwealth law administered by AFMA. He
regularly takes some red snapper in his net. Is Dusty breaking the law?
The northern prawn fishery arrangement provides the Commonwealth with control over
Dusty’s by-catch. However, the MOU for the northern p" fishery only allows Dusty to
take a certain number of these fish as a by-catch.
Whetfrr Dusty is breaking the law will depend on how many fish he has in his possession at
the end of the northern prawn fishery hip, what other fish are in his possession, and what
time of the year he is fishing.
In the first part of the season, catching banana prawns in March to the end of June, he is
allowed to take a total of 500 kg gilled and gutted fish in weight or the equivalent, of any
combination of saddle tailed snappet red snapper and red emperor. Outside that season he
can only take 50kg. So if Dusty has taken some saddle tailed snapper or red emperor he needs
to weigh those fish along with his red snapper.
Dusty will need to assess any other by-catch species separately.
Refer to sections 2, 4 and 8 for more information.
15
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10.0 Need more information or help?
Fisheries Department of WA
3rd Floor
SGIO Atrium
168 - 170 St George’s Terrace
Perth WA 6000
Telephone: 09 482 7333
Facsimile: 09 482 7389




Telephone: 06 272 5039
Facsimile: 06 272 4614
16
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Appendix
Offshore Constitutional Settlement arrangements, 1995
This appendix wntains the original Offishore Constitutional Settlement arrangements which
caine into effect on Februaty 3 1995.
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Commonwealth ofAustralia Gazette
336 Government departments No. GN 4. 1 February 1995
AN ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE COMMONWEALTH AND THE STATE
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN RELATION TO THE FISHERY FOR TUNA AND
TUNA LIKE SPECIES
An ARRANGEMENT entered into between the Commonwealth of Australia the
Commonwealth of the one part and the State of Western Australia the State of the
other pan.
WHEREAS-
a paragraph 41a of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 of the Commonwealth
provides that where an Act is enacted on or after the date of commencement of this
section that is not to come into operation immediately upon its enactment, is
expressed to confer power, inter alia, to make an instrument of a legislative or
administrative character, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the power
may be exercised, and anything may be done for the purpose of enabling the
exercise of the power, before the Act concerned comes into operation as if it had
come into operation;
b subsection 22 of the Fisheries ManagementAct 1991 of the Commonwealth the
Management Act provides that Part S of the Management Act, which provides for
co-operation with the States and Northern Territory in the management of
fisheries, commences upon the repeal or the ceasing to have effect as the case may
be of Part IVA of the Fisheries Act 1952 ofthe Commonwealth;
c by subsection 73 of the Fisheries Legislation Consequential Provisions Act
1991 of the Commonwealth the Consequential Pmvisions Act, as amended by
section 24 of the Primary Industries andEnergy Legislation Amenthnent Act 1993
Part IVA of the Fisheries Act 1952, unless sooner repealed, ceases to have effect
at the end of the period of 3 years beginning on 3 February 1992. the day on which
section 7 of the Consequential Provisions Act commenced;
d paragraph 74b of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part S of the Management Act, any arrangement made with a
State or Territory under subsection 12H1 or 4 of the Fisheries Act 1952 that
was in force immediately before that commencement continues in force as if it had
been made under Part 5 of the Management Act;
e an Arrangement was entered into under section 12H4 between the
Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia in relation to tuna and tuna like
species; published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. 5104 on 1 June
.1987;
1 the Arrangements referred to in paragraph e of this Arrangement were made
under Division 3 of Part WA of the Fisheries Act /952;
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g subsection 751 of the Management Act provides that an Arrangement under
Division 3 of Part 5 of the Management Act may be terminated by instrument
approved by the Governor-General and the Governor or Governors of the State or
States concerned;
h subsection 333 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides inter alia that where
an Act confers a power to make any instrument, the power shall, unless the
contrary intention appears, be construed as including a power exercisable in the
like manner and subject to the like conditions if any to repeal any such
instrument;
i subsection 8H2 of the flyjerks Act 1905 of the State the State Act will on the
coming into operation of the FisheriesAmendmentAct 1994 empower the State to
terminate an arrangement as provided for by the Management Act;
U paragraph 72a of the Management Act provides that the Commonwealth may
make an arrangement with a State that a fishery in waters relevant to the State, not
being a fishery to which an arrangement under section 71 applies, is to be managed
in accordance with the law ofthe Commonwealth;
k no arrangement has been entered into under section 71 of the Management Act
with respect to the fishery for which this Arrangement provides;
I subsection 741 of the Management Act provides that an arrangement under, Inter
alia, paragraph 72a is to be made by an instrument approved by the Governor-
General and the Governor or Governors ofthe State or States concerned;
msubsection 8H 1 of the State Act will on the coming into force of the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1994 of the State, empower the State to make an arrangement
referred to in, Enter alia, paragraph 72a of the Management Act for the
management of a particular fishery;
n both the Commonwealth and the State are desirous of exercising their powers to
make a further Arrangement in relation to the fishery referred to in clause 2 of this
Arrangement.
NOW THEREFORE, in pursuance of the Management Act and the State Act and of
all other powers so enabling, it is mutually arranged as follows:
1. The Arrangement entered into between the Commonwealth and the State of
Western Australia as referred to in paragraph e of the recitals to this
Arrangement is, pursuant to subsection 75 1 of the Management Act and
subsection 81-12 of the State Act, terminated.
2. The Commonwealth and State hereby arrange that the fishery in waters relevant to
the State. being coastal waters and waters of the Australian fishing zone that lie
within the area described in Schedule 2 to the Petroleum Submerged Lands Act
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/967 under the heading "Area that includes the Adjacent Area in respect of
Western Australia", for tuna and tuna like species, being:
a Thunnus aThacares yellowfin tuna
Thunnus maccoyli southern bluefin tuna
Thuunits obesvs bigeye tuna
Thunnus tonggol longtail tuna
Thunnus alalunga albacore tuna
Thunnus thynnus northern bluefin tuna
Katsvwonuspelamis skipjack tuna;
b fish of the family Bramidae pomfrets seaward of the 200 metre isobath for all
fishing methods;
c fish of the families Istiophoridae and Xiphiidae bilifish;
d including those fish taken in the exercise of a right conferred by a concession
granted by the Australian Fisheries Management Authority under the
Management Act allowing the taking of the species referred to in paragraphs
a, b and c;
e excluding fish referred to in paragraphs a, b and c taken in the exercise of
a right conferred by a licence or other authority granted by the State;
f fish taken as bait dead or alive by a person for his or her own use, other than
in fish farms, in the exercise of a right conferred by a concession granted by the
Australian Fisheries Management Authority under the Management Act to take
tuna and tuna like fish as listed above:
is to be managed in accordance with the law of the Commonwealth.
3 The Minister responsible for administering the Management Act and the Minister
responsible for administering the State Act may agree in writing to the maximum
quantity of other fish the subject of paragraphs 2d, 2e and 2f that may be
taken from time to time under a licence or other authority referred to in those
paragraphs and on matters of mutual interest in relation to the fishery.
4. This Arrangement shall, upon being executed on behalf of the Commonwealth and
of the State and upon being approved by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth and the Governor ofthe State, take effect on 3 February 1995.
5. Without affecting the construction which this Arrangement would have if no
provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid, it is the intention of this
Arrangement that if any provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid,
the remainder of that provision and of this Arrangement shall be construed as if
that provision or part thereof was not included in this Arrangement even if the
result is to extend the fishery described by this Arrangement.
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AND subject to the law of the State of Western Australia, the Government of Western
Australia undertakes to manage the tuna fishety in waters within the limits of the State
in a manner consistent with the management of the fishery in waters relevant to the
State.
Datedthe iqtL1
Signed for and on behalf.of the




Signed for and on behalf of the
State ofWestern Australia by the
Honourable MONTAGUE GRANT
HOUSE, Minister for Fishezies
‘L_ttiL.
in the presence of
7 i.’
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By His Excelle d
luster fbr’Resources
1, MsC.itnez_. 16FF59 the Governor of the State of Western Austraiia, acting by andwith the advice of the Executive Council in pursuance of the provisions of theFisheries Act 1905, hereby approve this instrument.
Given under my hand this4&ay of/S./ 199C
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AN ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN ThE COMMONWEALTH AND TIlE STATE
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN RELATION TO THE NORThERN PRAWN
FISHERY
An ARRANGEMENT entered into between the Commonwealth of Australia the
Commonwealth of the one part and the State of Western Australia the State of the
other part.
WHEREAS-
a paragraph 41a of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 of the Commonwealth
provides that where an Act is enacted on or after the date of commencement of this
section that is not to come into operation immediately upon its enactment, is
expressed to confer power, inter a/ia, to make an instrument of a legislative or
administrative character, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the power
may be exercised, and anything may be done for the purpose of enabling the
exercise of the power, before the Act concerned comes into operation as if it had
come into operation;
b subsection 22 of the Fisheries ManagementAct 1991 of the Commonwealth the
Management Act provides that Part 5 of the Act, which provides for co-operation
with the States and Northern Territory in the management of fisheries, commences
upon the repeal or the ceasing to have effect as the case may be of Part IVA of
the Fisheries Act 1952 of the Commonwealth;
c by subsection 73 of the Fisheries Legislation Consequential Provisions Act
1991 of the Commonwealth the Consequential Provisions Act, as amended by
section 24 of the Primary Industries andEnergy Legislation Amendment Act 1993
Part WA of the Fisheries Act 1952, unless sooner repealed, ceases to have effect
at the end of the period of 3 years beginning on 3 February 1992, the day on which
section 7 ofthe Consequential Provisions Act commenced;
d paragraph :74b of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part S of the Management Act, any arrangement made with a
State or Territory under subsection 1211 1 or 4 of the Fisheries Act 1952 that
was in force immediately before that commencement continues in force as if it had
been made under Part 5 of the Management Act,
e an Arrangement was entered into under section 1211 4 between the
Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia in relation to the Northern
Prawn Fishery, published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. S 109 on
14Apr11 1988;
f the Arrangements referred to in paragraph e of this Arrangement were made
under Division 3 of Part IVA of the Fisheries Act 1952;
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g subsection 751 of the Management Act provides that an Arrangement under
Division 3 of Part 5 of the Management Act may be tenninated by instrument
approved by the Governor-General and the Governor or Governors of the State or
States concerned:
h subsection 333 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides inter al/a that where
an Act confers a power to make any instrument, the power shall, unless the
contrary intention appears, be construed as including a power exercisable in the
like manner and subject to the like conditions if any to repeal any such
instrument;
I subsection 8112 of the Fisheries Act 1905 of the State the State Act will on the
coming into operation ofthe Fisheries AmendmentAct 1994 empower the State to
terminate an arrangement as provided for by the Management Act;
j paragraph 72 a of the Management Act provides that the Commonwealth may
make an arrangement with a State that a fishery in waters relevant to the State, not
being a fishery to which an arrangement under section 71 applies, is to be managed
in accordance with the law ofthe Commonwealth;
k no arrangement has been entered into under section 71 of the Management Act
with respect to the fishery for which this Arrangement provides;.
I subsection 741 ofthe Management Act provides that an arrangement under, inter
a/ia, paragraph 72a is to be made by an instrument approved by the Governor-
General and the Governor or Governors ofthe State or States concerned;
msubsection 811 1 of the State Act will on the coming into force of the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1994 of the State empower the State to Sake an arrangement
referred to in, inter alia, paragraph 72a of the Management Act for the
manAgement of a particular fishery;
n both the Commonwealth and the State are desirous of exercising their powers to
make a further Arrangement in relation to the fishery referred to in clause 2 of this
Arrangement.
NOW THEREFORE, in pursuance of the Act and the State Act and of all other
powers so enabling, it is mutually arranged as follows:
1. The Arrangement entered into between the Commonwealth and the State of
Western Australia referred to in paragraph e of the recitals to this Arrangement
is, pursuant to subsection 75 I of the Management Act and subsection 8112 of
the State Act, terminated.
2. The Commonwealth and the State hereby arrange that the fishery in waters
relevant to the State of Western Australia, being coastal waters and waters of the
Australian fishing zone that lie within the area described in Schedule 2 to the
Petroleum Szlbmergedlath Act /967 under the heading "Area that includes the
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Adjacent Area in respect of Western Australia", east of the meridian of Longitude
126° 58’ East for:
a decapod crustacea of the fmilies Penaeidae, Aristeidae, Solenoceridac
prawns, Nephropidae Scampi, Scyllaridae bugs and Infraorder Caridae
shrimps and Mollusca of the fimily Pectinidae Scallops other than when a
bait net or a haul net, set from the shore and drawn to the shore with or
without the use of a boat, is used;
b Mollusca of the fbniily Loliginidae when prawn trawl apparatus is used; and
c all fish taken in the exercise of a right conferred by a fishing concession granted
by the Australian Fisheries Management Authority under the Management Act
for the fish to which paragraph a applies:
is to be managed in accordance with the law ofthe Commonwealth.
3. The Minister responsible for administering the Management Act and the Minister
responsible for, administering the State Act may agree in writing to the maximum
quantity of other fish, the subject of paragraph 2c, that may be taken from time to
time under a licence or other authority referred to in that paragraph and on matters
of mutual interest in relation to the fishery.
4. This Arrangement shall, upon being executed on behalf of the Commonwealth and
of the State and upon being approved by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth and the Governor ofthe State, take effect on 3 February 1995.
5. Without affecting the construction which this Arrangement would have if no
provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid, it is the intention of this
Arrangement that if any provision of this Anangement or part thereof is Invalid,
the remainder of that provision and of this Arrangement shall be construed as if
that provision or part thereof was not included in this Arrangement even if the
result is to extend the fishery described by this Arrangement.
AND subject to the law of the State ofWestern Australia, the Government of Western
Australia undertakes to manage the prawn fishery in waters within the limits of the
State in a manner consistent with the management of the fishery in waters relevant to
the State.
AND the Commonwealth undertakes to make appropriate arrangements to permit the
operators of establishments, licensed in accordance with the law of the State to carry
out aquaculture of prawns, to obtain gravid broodstock from waters relevant to the
State under terms and conditions that are reasonable, having regard to the management
of the fishery in accordance with the law of the Commonwealth.
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Datedthe ICç*L dayof ace.MIłr 19914
Signed for and on behalf of the
Commonwealth of Australia by the
Honourable DAVID PETER
BEDDALL, Minister
Signed for and on behalf of the
State ofWestern Australia by the
Honourable MONTAGUE GRANT
HOUSE, Minister for Fisheries
.. I
/
I, THE GOVERNOR GENERAL of the of Australia, acting with the
advice of the Federal Executive Council, in pursuance of subsections 741 and 751





i, MicthtEi.. EWfl , the Governor of the State ofWestern Australia, acting by and
with the advice of the Executive Council in pursuance of the provisions of the
Fisheries Act 1905, hereby approve this instrument.
Given under my hand this /‘day of69Aa’ 199C
By His Excellencys command
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ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE COMMONWEALTH AND THE STATE OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN RELATION TO THE NORTHERN SHARK
FISHERY IN WATERS EAST OF ICOOLAN ISLAND
An ARRANGEMENT entered into between the Commonwealth of Australia the
Commonwealth of the one past and the State of Western Australia the State of the
other part.
WHEREAS-
a paragraph 41a of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 of the Commonwealth
provides that where an Act is enacted on or after the date of commencement of this
section that is not to come into operation immediately upon its enactment, is
expressed to confer power, inter al/a, to make an instrument of a legislative or
* administrative character, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the power
may be exercised, and anything may be done for the purpose of enabling the
exercise of the power, before the Act concerned comes into operation as if it had
come into operation;
b subsection 22 of the Fisheries Management Act 1991 of the Commonwealth the
Managemeiit Act provides that Part 5 of the Management Act, which provides for
co-operatipn with the States and Northern Territory in the management of
fisheries, commences upon the repeal or the ceasing to have effect as the case may
be ofPart WA ofthe Fisheries Act 1952 ofthe Commonwealth;
c by subsection 73 of the Fisheries Legislation Consequential Provisions Act
1991 the Consequential Provisions Act of the Commonwealth as amended by
section 24 of the Primary Industries and Energy Legislation Amendment Act 1993
Part WA of the Fisheries Act 1952. unless sooner repealed, ceases to have effect
at the end of the period of 3 years beginning on 3 Fthniary 1992, the day on which
section 7 of the Consequential Provisions Act commenced;
d paragraph 74a of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part 5 of the Management Act, the Western Australian Joint
Authority, established by subsection 12D1 ofthe Fisher/es Act 1952 continues in
existence as if it had been established under Part S of the Management Act;
e Arrangements were entered into under section 12114 of the Fisheries Act 1952
between the Commonwealth and Western Australia in relation to the:
i North West Pelagic Gilinet Fishery, published in the Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
ii Line Fishery East of 120° East, published in the Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette No. 5109 on 14 April 1988;
I paragraph 74b of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part 5 of the Management Act, any arrangement made with a
State or Territory under subsection 1 2H1 or 4 of the Fisheries Act /952 that
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was in force immediately before that commencement continues in force as if it had
been made under Part 5 of the Management Act;
g the Arrangements referred to in paragraph e of this Arrangement were made
under Division 3 of Pan IVA of the FisheriesAct 1952;
h subsection 751 of the Management Act provides that an Arrangement under
Division 3 of Part S of the Management Act may be terminated by instrument
approved by the Governor-General and the Governor or Governors of the State or
States concerned;
I subsection 333 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides inter a/ia that where
an Act confers a power to make any instrument, the power shall, unless the
contrary intention appears, be construed as including a power exercisable in the
like manner and subject to the like conditions if any to repeal any such
instrument;
j subsection SH2 of the Fisheries Act 1905 of the State the State Act will on the
coming into operation of the Fisheries Amendment Act 1994 of the State empower
the State to tenninate an arrangement as provided for by the Management Mt
k subsection 711 of the Management Act provides that the Commonwealth may
make an arrangement with a State or States represented on a Joint Authority that
the Joint Authority is to have the management of a particular fishery in waters
relevant to that or any of those States;
I subsection 741 of the Management Act provides that an arrangement under, inter
a/ia, subsection 711 is to be made by an instrument approved by the Governor-
General and the Governor or Governors ofthe State or States concerned;
msubsection 8H1 of the State Act will on the coming into force of the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1994 of the State empower the State to make an arrangement
referred to in, inter alia, subsection 711 of the Management Act for the
management of a particular fishery;
n both the Commonwealth and the State are desirous of exercising their powers to
make a thither Arrangement in relation to the fishery referred to in clause 2 of this
Arrangement.
NOW THEREFORE, in pursuance of the Management Act and the State Act and of
all other powers so enabling:
I. The Arrangements entered into between the Commonwealth and the State referred
to in paragraph e of the recitals to this Arrangement are, pursuant to subsection
75 I of the Management Act and subsection SH2 of the State Act terminated.
2. The Commonwealth and State hereby arrange that the fishery in waters relevant to
Western Australia, being coastal waters and waters of the Australian fishing zone
that lie within the area described in Schedule 2 to the Petroleum Submerged
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Landr Act J967 under the heading "Area that includes the Mjacent Area in
respect of Western Australia", east of the meridian of longitude 1230 45’ East and
north of the parallel of latitude 170 South for:
a all fish of the Class Chondrichthyes cartilaginous fishes when any methods of
pelagic gillnetting, demersal gillnetting and demersal longlining are used;
but excluding fish to which this paragraph otherwise would apply taken in the
exercise of a tight conferred by a fishing concession granted by the Australian
Fisheries Management Authority under the Management Act;
b all fish of the Class Osteichthyes iony fishes taken in the exercise of a right
conferred by a licence or other authority granted by the State on behalf of the
Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority fir the fish to which paragraph a
applies;
is to be managed by the Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority in accordance
with the law ofWestern Australia.
3. The Minister responsible for administering the Management Act and the Minister
responsiblefor administering the State Act may agree in writing to the maximum
quantity of other fish, the subject ofparagraph 2b, that may be taken from time to
time under a licence or other authority referred to in that paragraph and on matters
of mutual interest in relation to the fishery.
4. This Arrangement shall, upon being executed on behalf of the Commonwealth and
of the State and upon being approved by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth and the Governor of the State. take effect on 3 February 1995.
5. Without affecting the construction which this Arrangement would have if no
provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid, it is the intention of this
Arrangement that if any provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid,
the remainder of that provision and of this Arrangement shall be construed as if
that provision or part thereof was not included in this Arrangement even if the
result is to extend the fishery described by this Arrangement.
Datedthe ICtA dayof Peccn.i.sc 19914’
Signed for and on behalf of the Signed for and on behalfof the
Commonwealth of Australia by the State of Western Australia by the
Honourable DAVID Honourable MONTAGUE GRANT
BEDDALL,’ -* HOUSE, Minister for Fisheries
in the presence ofin the presence of
I’- __
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I, THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL ofthe Commonwealth of Australia, acting with the
advice of the Federal Executive Council, in pursance łf subsections 741 and 751
of the Fisheriesjynagemeni Act 1991, hereby approve this instrument.
Dated 1995
Governor-General
1,711 MAti.. 56FFaq the Governor ofthe State of Western Australia, acting by and
with the advice of the Executive Council in pursuance of the provisions of the
Fisheries Ac: 1905, hereby approve this instrument.
Given under my hand thisAfay 0f9L-1’ 199r
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ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN TIlE COMMONWEALTH AND TIlE STATE OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN RELATION TO THE JOINT AUTHORITY
DEMERSAL GILLNET AND LONOLINE FISHERY IN WATERS SOUTH OF
LATiTUDE 330 SOUTH
An ARRANGEMENT entered into between the Commonwealth of Australia the
Commonwealth of the one part and the State of Western Australia the State of the
other part.
WHEREAS-
a paragraph 41a of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 of the Commonwealth
provides that where an Act is enacted on or after the date of commencement of this
section that is not to come into operation immediately upon its enactment, is
expressed to confer power, inter al/a, to make an instrument of a legislative or
administrative character, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the power
may be exercised, and anything may be done for the purpose of enabling the
exercise of the power, before the Act concerned comes Into operation as if it had
come into operation;
b subsection 22 of the Fisheries ManagementAct 1991 of the Commonwealth the
Management Act provides that Part S of the Management Act, which provides for
co-operation with the States and Northern Territory in the management of
fisheries, commences upon the repeal or the ceasing to have effect as the case may
be ofPart IVA of the Fisheries Act 1952 of the Commonwealth;
c by subsection 73 of the Fisheries Legislation Consequential Provisions Act
1991 of the Commonwealth the Consequential Provisions Act, as amended by
section 24 of the Primary Industries and Energy Legislation Amendment Act 1993
Part WA of the Fisheries Act 1952, unless sooner repealed, ceases to have effect
at the end ofthe period of 3 years beginning on 3 February 1992, the day on which
section 7 of the Consequential Provisions Act commenced;
d paragraph 74a of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part 5 of the Management Act, the Western Australian Joint
Authority, established by subsection 12D1 of the Fisheries Act 1952 continues in
existence as if it had been established under Part S ofthe Management Act;
e an Arrangement was entered into under section 12H1 of the Fisheries Act 1952
between the Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia in relation to the:
I Demersal Gillnet Fishery in waters south of Latitude 33° South, published in
the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. S 109 14 April 1988;
ii Dernersal Longline Fishery in waters south of Latitude 33 South, published
in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
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1 paragraph 74b of the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part 5 of the Management Act, any arrangement made with a
State or Teriitory under subsection 12111 or 4 of the Fisheries Act 1952 that
was in force immediately before that commencement continues in force as if it had
been made unider Part 5 ofthe Management Act;
g the Arrangements referred to in paragraph e of this Arrangement were made
under Division 3 ofPart IVA of the FisheriesAct 1952;
Ii subsection 751 of the Management Act provides that an Arrangement under
Division 3 of Part 5 of the Management Act may be terminated by instrument
approved by the Governor-General and the Governor or Governors of the State or
States concerned;
i subsection 333 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides inter alia that where
an Act confers a power to make any instrument, the power shall, unless the
contrary intention appears be cbnstrued as including a power exercisable in the
like manner and subject to the like conditions if any to repeal any such
instrument;
j subsection 8112 of the Fisheries Act 1905 of the State the State Act will on the
coming into operation of the Fisheries Amendment Act 1994 of the State empower
the State to terminate an arrangement as provided for by the Management Act;
k subsection 711 of the Management Act provides that the Commonwealth may
make an arrangement with a State or States represented on a Joint Authority that
the Joint Authority is to have the management of a particular fishery in waters
relevant to that or any ofthose States;
I subsection 741 ofthe Management Act provides that an arrangement under, inter
a/ia, subsection 711 is to be made by. an instrument approved by the Governor-
General and the Governor or Governors of the State or States concerned;
msubsection 8111 of the State Act will on the coming into force of the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1994 of Western Austraiia, empower the State to make an
arrangement referred to in, inter alia, subsection 711 ofthe Management Act for
the management of a particular fishery;
n both the Commonwealth and the State are desirous of exercising their powers to
make a ftzrther Arrangement in relation to the fishery referred to in clause 2 of this
Arrangement.
NOW THEREFORE, in pursuance of the Management Act and the State Act and of
all other powers so enabling:
The Arrangements entered into between the Commonwealth and the State referred
to in paragraph e of the recitals to this Arrangement are, pursuant to subsection
75 I of the Management Act, and subsection 8H2 ofthe State Act terminated.
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2. The Commonwealth and the State hereby arrange that the fishery in waters
relevant to the State, being coastal waters and waters ofthe Australian fishing zone
that lie within the area described in Schedule 2 to the Petroleum Submerged
Lan4v Act 1967 under the heading ‘Area that includes the Adjacent Area in
respect of Western Australia", south ofLatitude 330 South for:
a all fish of the Class Osteichthyes bony fish and Class Chondrichthyes
cartilaginous fish when the methods of deinersal gillnets and lines of all kinds




ivpelagic longlines used in accordance with the exercise of a right conferred
by a fishing concession granted by the Australian Fisheries Management
Authority under the Management Act to permit the use of pelagic longlines
for the taking of tuna and tuna-like species;
but excludihg fish to which this paragraph otherwise would apply taken in the
exercise of t right conferred in relation to another fishery by a fishing
concession granted by the Australian Fisheries Management Authority under
the Management Act;
b all other fish taken by the methods provided fir in paragraph a in the exercise
of a right conferred by a licence or other authority granted by the State on
behalf of the Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority for the fish to which
paragraph a applies:
is to be managed by the Western Australian Fisheries Joint Authority in accordance
with the law of Western Australia.
3. The Minister responsible for administering the Management Act and the Minister
responsible for administering the State Act may agree in writing to the maximum
quantity of other fish, the subject ofparagraph 2b, that may be taken from time to
time under a licence or other authority referred to in that paragraph and on matters
of mutual interest in relation to the fishery.
4. This Arrangement shall, upon being executed on behalf of the Commonwealth and
of the State and upon being approved by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth and the Governor ofthe State, take effect on 3 February 1995.
5. Without affecting the construction which this Arrangement would have if no
provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid, it is the intention of this
Arrangement that if any provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid,
the remainder of that provision and of this Arrangement shall be construed as if
that provision or part thereof was not included in this Arrangement even if the
result is to extend the fishery described by this Arrangement.
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Signed for and on behalf of the
State ofWestern Australia by the
Honourabic MONTAGUE GRANT
HOUSE, Minister for Fisheries
1-*.
in die-presence of
1, THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL of the Conhonwealth ofAustralia, acting with the
advice of theFederal Executive Council, in pursuance of subsections 741 and 751
ofthe FisiserlesManagementAct 1991, hereby approve this instrument.
Dated $j-’ 1991
vernor-General
I. MIC.H4aL, BFFn’f ,the Governor ofthe State ofWestern Australia, acting by and
with the advice of the Executive Council in pursuance of the provisions of the
Fisheries Act 1905, hereby approve this instrument
Given under my hand of
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ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE COMMONWEALTH AND STATE OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA [N RELATION TO THE FISHERY FOR FISH AND
OTHER AQUATIC BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN WATERS RELEVANT TO
WESTERj’ AUSTRALIA
An ARRANGEMENT entered into between the Commonwealth of Australia the
Commonwealth of the one part and the State of Western Australia the State of the
other part.
WHEREAS-
a paragraph 41a of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 of the Commonwealth
provides that where an Act is enacted on or after the date of commencement of this
section that is not to come into operation immediately upon its enactment, is
expressed to confer power, inter a/ia, to make an instrument of a legislative or
administrative character, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the power
may be exercised, and anything may be done for the purpose of enabling the
exercise of the power, before the Act concerned comes into operation as if it had
come into operation;
b subsection 22 ofthe Fisheries ManagementAct 1991 of the Commonwealth the
Management Act provides that Part 5 of the Management Act, which provides for
co-operation with the States and Northern Territory in the management of
fisheries, commences upon the repeal or the ceasing to have effect as the case may
be of Part WA ofthe Fisheries Act 1952 ofthe Commonwealth;
c by subsection 73 of the Fisheries Legislation Consequential Provisions Act
1991 of the Commonwealth the Consequential Provisions Act, as amended by
section 24 of the Primazy Industries and Energy Legislation Amendment A Ct 1993
Part IVA of the Fisheries Act 1952, unless sooner repealed, ceases to have efFect
at the end of the period of 3 years beginning on 3 February 1992, the day on which
section 7 of the Consequential Provisions Act commenced;
d paragraph 74b of.the Consequential Provisions Act provides that upon the
commencement of Part 5 of the Management Act, any arrangement made with a
State or Tenitory under subsection 12H1 or 4 of the Fisheries Act 1952 that
was in force immediately before that commencement continues in force as if it had
been made under Part 5 of the Management Act;
e an Arrangement was entered into under section 12114 between the
Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia in relation to the:
ii North West Shelf Trawl Fishery, published in the Commonwealth of Australia
Gazette No. ON 17 on 29 April 1992;
ii Inshore Trawl Fishery, published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette
No, Sl09 on 14 April 1988:
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ciii Pearl Oyster Fishery, published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No.
ON II on 20 March 1991;
ivLine Fishery north of Latitude 33° South, published in the Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
v Demersal Gillnet Fishery in waters north of Latitude 33° South1 published in
the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. 5109 on 14 April 1988;
viHand, Troll or Dropline in waters south of Latitide 330 South. published in the
CommonwealthofAustralia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
viiPilchard and Associated Species Fishery published in the Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
viiiRock Lobster Fishery published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette
No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
ixMarine Aquarium Species published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette
No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
x Trap and Pot Fishery published in the Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No.
SlO9on 14 April 1988;
xi Sedentary and Associated Species Fishery published in the Commonwealth of
Australia Gazette No. S109 on 14 April 1988;
f the Arrangements referred to in paragraph e of this Arrangement were made
under Division 3 of Part JVA ofthe Fisheries Act 1952;
g subsection 75I of the Management Act provides that an Arrangement under
Division 3 of Part 5 of the Management Act may be terminated by instrument
approved by the Governor-General and the Governor or Governors of the State or
States concerned;
h subsection 333 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides inter al/a that where
an Act confers a power to make any instrument, the power shall, unless the
contrary intention appears, be construed as including a power exercisable in the
like manner and subject to the like conditions if any to repeal any such
instrument;
i subsection 8H2 of the Fisheries Ac: 1905 of the State the State Act will on the
coming into operation of the FisheriesAmendmen:Ac: 1994 empower the State to
terminate an arrangement as provided for by the Management Act:
U paragraph 72 b of the Management Act provides that the Commonwealth may
make an arrangement with a State that a particular fishery in waters relevant to the
State, not being a fishery to which an arrangement under section 71 applies, is to
be managed in accordance with the law of the State;
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k no arrangement has been entered into under section 71 of the Management Act
with respect to the fishery for which this Arrangement provides;
I subsection 741 ofthe Management Act provides that an arrangement under, inter
a/ia, paragraph 72b is to be made by an instrument approved by the Governor-
General and the Governor or Governors of the State or States concerned;
msubsection 8H1 of the State Act will on the coming into force of the Fisheries
Amendment Act 1994 of the State of Western Australia, empower the State to
make an arrangement referred to in, inter a/ia, paragraph 72b of the Management
Act for the management of a particular fishery in accordance with the law of the
State;
n both the Commonwealth and the State are desirous of exercising their powers to
make a further Arrangement in relation to the fishety referred to in clause 2 of this
Arrangement.
NOW THEREFORE, in pursuance of the Act and the State Act and of all other
powers so enabling, it is mutually arranged as follows:
The Arrangements entered into between the Commonwealth and the State of
Western Australia as listed in paragraph e of the recitals to. this Arrangement are,
pursuant to subsection 751 of the Management Act and subsection 8H2 of the
State Act, terminated.
2. The Commonwealth and the State hereby arrange that the fishery to which this
Arrangement applies is to be managed in accordance with the law of Western
Australia being the fishery, for any purpose other than recreation, in all waters
relevant to Western Australia, being coastal. waters and waters of the Australian
flshing zone that lie within the area described in Schedule 2 to the Petroleum
Submerged Landc Act 1967 under the heading "Area that includes the Mjacent
Area in respect of Western Australia", for all species of fish of the Class
Osteichthyes bony fish and Class Chondrichthyes cartilaginous fish, all species
of aquatic invertebrates, all marine algae of the Divisions Clorophyta green algae,
Rodophyta red algae and Phaeophyta brown algae and all seagrasses of the
Families Hydrocharitaceae, Posidoniaceae, Zosteraceae and Cymodoceaceac
except for:
a tuna and tuna-like fish of the fbllowing species:
i Thunnus albacares Yellowfin tuna
Thunnus maccovii Southern bluefin tuna
Thunnus obesus Bigeye tuna
Thunnus tonggo/ Longtail tuna
Thunnus alalunga Albacore tuna
Thunnz4rs thynnus Northern bluefin tuna
Katsuwomas pelamis Skipjack tuna;
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ii fish of the families lstiophoridae and Xiphiidae bUllish;
iiiflsh of the famiLy Bramidae pomfrets seaward ofthe 200 metre isobath for
all fishing methods;
ivfush taken as bait dead or alive by a person for his or her own use, other
than in fish farms, in the exercise of a right conferred by a concession
granted by the Australian Fisheries Management Authority under the
Management Act to take tuna and tuna like fish as listed above;
b trawling for all fish of the Class Osteichthyes and Class Chondrichthyes, all
aquatic invertebrates, all marine algae of the Divisions Clorophyta gr6en
algae, Rodophyta red algae and Phaeophyta brown algae and all seagrasses
of the Families Hydrocharitaceae, Posidoniaceae. Zosteraceae and
Cymodoceaceae on the seaward side of the 200 metre isobath in the waters of
the fisheries described in Schedule 1:
North West Slope Deepwater Trawl
Schedule 1 Western Deepwater Trawl
Great Australian Bight Trawl
c in the waters ofthe fishery described in Schedule 2, all:
i decapod crustacea of the families Penaeidae, Aristeidae, Solenoceridae
prawns, Nephropidae Scampi, ScyLlaridac bugs and Infraorder Caridae
shrimps and Mollusca of the fimily Pectinidae Scallops other than when
a bait net or a haul net, set from the shore and drawn to the shore with or
without the use of a boat, is used; and
ii Mollusca of the family Loliginidae when prawn trawl apparatus is used;
Schedule 2 Northern Prawn Fishery
d all fish of the Class Osteichthyes and Class Chondrichthyes in the waters of the
fishery described in Schedule 3 when any methods of pelagic gillnetting,
demersal gillnetting and demersal longlining are used;
Schedule 3 Joint Authority Northern Shark Fishery
c all fish of the Class Osteichthyes and Class Chondrichthyes in the waters of the





ivpelagic longlines used in accordance with the exercise of a right conferred
by a fishing concession granted by the Australian Fisheries Management
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Authority under the Management Act to permit the use of pelagic longlines
for the taking of tuna and tuna-like species;
Schedule 4 Joint Authority Southern Demersal Gillnet and Longline
Fishery
0 all fish of the species:
Trachurus dec/ivis Greenbackjack mackerel
Trachurus murphyl PenMan jack mackerel
Scomber australosicus Blue mackerel
- Emmelichthys nh/as Redbait
Trachurus nowzezelandiae Yellowtail jack mackerel
in waters seaward of coastal waters ofthe State;
g fish and other aquatic biological resources to which this Arrangement applies
taken in the exercise of a right confrired by a concession granted by the
Australian Fisheries Management Mithority under the Management Act;
but including fish to which paragraphs a, d, e ahd 0 would otherwise apply
when taken in the exercise of a right conferred by a licence or other authority
granted by the State for the species to which this Arrangement applies;
3. Where for the purposes of this Arrangement it is necessary to determine the
position on the surface of the Earth of a point, line or area, that position shall be
determined by rtence to the Australian Geodetic Datum, that is, by reference to
the spheroid having its centre at the centre of the Earth and a major equatorial
radius of 6,378,160 metres and a flattening of 1/298.25 and by reference to the
Johnston Geodetic Station in the Northern Territory of Anstralia. That station shall
be taken to be situated at Latitude 25° 56’54.5515 South and at Longitude 133°
12’30.0771" East and to have a ground level of 571.2 metres above the spheroid
referred to above. -
4. The Minister responsible for administering the Management Act and the Minister
responsible for administering the State Act may agree in writing to the maximum
quantity of other fish, the subject of paragraph 2fi and the paragraph immediately
thereafter, that may be taken from time to time under a licence or other authority
referred to in these paragraphs and on matters of mutual interest in relation to the
fishery.
5. This Arrangement shall, upon being executed on behalf of the Commonwealth and
of the State and upon being approved by the Governor-General of the
Commonwealth and the Governor ofthe State, take effect on 3 February 1995.
6. Without affecting the construction which this Arrangement would have if no
provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid, it is the intention of this
Arrangement that if any provision of this Arrangement or part thereof is invalid,
the remainder of that provision and of this Arrangement shall be construed as if
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that provision or part thereof was not included in this Arrangement even if the
result is to extend the fishery described by this Arrangement.
SCHEDULE 1
AREA OF THE NORTH WEST SLOPE TRAWL FISHERY
That part of the Australian fishing zone bounded by the line:
a commencing at the intersection of the meridian of Longitude 1.1 4°OO’ East by
the parallel ofLatitude 21°37’ South;
b running thence north-westerly along the geodesic to the outer limit of the
Australian fishing zone;
c thence north easterly along the outer limit of the Australian fishing zone to its
intersection by the meridian of Longitude 125° East;
d thence generally south westerly to the point of Latitude 13°19’30" South,
12349’ East;
e thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 13°35’ South,
Longitude 123°37’
I thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 14°OO’ South,
Longitude 123°36’ East;
g thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 14°03’ South,
Longitude 123°25’ East;
h thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 14° 13’ South,
Longitude 12390’ East
i thence west along the parallel of Latitude 14°13’ South to its intersection by
the meridian ofLongitude 122°53’ East;
j thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 14°56’ South.
Longitude 121°42’ East;
k thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 1 5°O0’ South,
Longitude l21°38’ East;
I thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 15°23’ South.
Longitude 121°25’ East;
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in thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 150361 South,
Longitude 11100*1 East;
n thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 15*47 South,
Longitude 120059* East;
o thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 16°20’ South,
Longitude 1 20°50’ East;
p thence south along the meridian of Longitude 120050* East to its intersection
by the parallel ofLatitude 16°48’ South;
q thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 1 7°O0’ South,
Longitude 120041* East;
r thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 17012* South,
Longitude 120°35’ East;
s thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 17°39’ South,
Longitude 120° 10’ East;
t thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 17°55’ South.
Longitude 11 9°1 1’ East;
u thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 18°01’ South,
Longitude 1 19°O0’ East
v thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 19°0O’ South,
Longitude 117°14’ East;
w thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of’ Latitude I 9°09’ South,
Longitude 1 16°50’ East;
x thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 19° 11’ South,
Longitude 1 16°28 East;
y thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 19°17 South,
Longitude 1 16°05’ East;
z thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 19°30’ South,
Longitude 1150501 East;
aa thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 19°40 South,
Longitude I 15°25’ East;
ab thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 19°55 South,
Longitude 115° 14’ East;
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ac thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 20°03’ South.
Longitude 1 l5°03’ East;
ad thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 20°! 5’ South,
Longitude 114055 East;
ae thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 20°3 5’ South,
Longitude 11 4° 47’ East;
aO thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 20°53’ South,
Longitude 114°43’ East;
ag thence south along the meridian of Longitude 114°43’ East to its intersection
by the parallel ofLatitude 21°O0’ South;
ah thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLathude 2 1°30’ South,
Longitude 1 14°06’ East;
ai thence south-westerly along the geodesic to the point ofcommencement.
AREA OF THE WESTERNDEEPWATERTRAWL FISHERY
That part of the Australian fishing zone that is within the area bounded by a line:
a commencing at the point ofLatitude 2103? South, Longitude 1 l400’ East;
b ninning thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 21041’
South, Longitude 1 13°5T East;
e thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 21048’ South,
Longitude 113°51’ East
d thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 22°O1’ South,
Longitude 113047’ East;
e thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 22012’ South,
Longitude 113045’ East;
f thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 22050’ South,
Longitude 1 13°26’ East;
g thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 23020’ South,
Longitude 113°13’ East;
Ii thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 23036’ South,
Longitude I 13°02’ East;
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i thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 24006’ South,
Longitude I 12°37’ East;
j thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 24025’ South,
Longitude 1 12°25’ East;
k thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 24°39’ South,
Longitude I I2lW East;
I thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 25° South,
Longitude 1 12°14 East;
m thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 25°33’ South,
Longitude 1 12°12 East;
n thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 26° South,
Longitude 112°18 East;
o thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 26024’ South,
Longitude 1 12°30’ East;
p thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 26°5O South,
Longitude I 12°44’ East;
q thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 2720’ South,
Longitude 1 12°55’ East;
r thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 27°55’ South,
Longitude 1 13°10’ East;
s thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 28035’ South,
Longitude 1 1329’ East;
t thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 290 South,
Longitude I l3°46’ East;
u thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 29°54’ South,
Longitude 1 14°25’ East;
v thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 30040’ South,
Longitude 1 14°4l’ East;
w thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 3 1014’ South,
Longitude I l455’ East;
x thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 3 l°48’ South,
Longitude 115001’ East;
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y thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 31058, South,
Longitude 1 15°13’ East;
z thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 32°! 6’ South,
Longitude 115005’ East;
as thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 32053’ South,
Longitude 114°41’ East;
ab thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 33°l0’ South,
Longitude 1 14°34’ East;
ac thence south westerly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 33030’ South,
Longitude 114°29’ East;
ad thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 34° South,
Longitude I 14°27’ East;
ae thence southerly along the geodesic to the point of Latitude 34°20’ South,
Longitude 1 14°30’ East;
at thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 34041’ South,
Longitude 1 14°40’ East;
ag thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 34052’ South,
Longitude l!4°50’East;
ah thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 34°58’ South,
Longitude 115° East;
ai thence south easterly along the geodesic to the point ofLatitude 35001’ South,
Longitude 115008’ East;
aj thence south along the meridian ofLongitude 1 15°08 East to its intersection by
the outer limit ofthe Australian fishing zone;
ak thence generally north westerly along the outer limit to its intersection off the
north west coast of Australia by the meridian ofLongitude 1 14°O0’ East;
a! thence south along that meridian to the point ofcommencement.
AREA OF THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN BIGHT TRAWL FISHERY
The area ofwaters adjacent to the State bounded by a line-
a commencing at the intersection of the 200 metre isobath south of Australia with
the meridian of Longitude 1150081 East;
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b running then south along that meridian to its intersection with the outer limit of the
Australian fishing zone;
c then generally easterly along that outer limit to its intersection south of Australia
with the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State;
d thence north along the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State to its
intersection with the outer limit of the Australian fishing zone;
e thence westerly and southerly along that outer limit to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE 2
AREA OF THE NORTHERNPRAWN FISHERY
The area of waters adjacent to the State bounded by a line -
a commencing at the intersection of the north-western shore of Australia by the
meridian ofLongitude 126° 58’ East;
b running then north along that meridian to its intersection by the outer limit of the
Australian fishing zone;
a thence northerly and easterly along that outer limit to its intersection north of
Australia with the eastern edge ofthe waters adjacent to the State;
d thence south along the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State to its
intersection with the north-western shore of Australia;
e thence westerly and southerly along that shore to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE 3
AREA OF THE SOUTHERN DEMERSAL GILLNET AND LONGLINE FISHERY
The area of waters adjacent to the State bounded by a line -
a commencing at the intersection west of Australia of the outer limit of the
Australian fishing zone with the parallel ofLatitude 330 South;
b running thence east along that parallel to its intersection with the western shore of
Australia;
a thence southerly and easterly along that shore to its intersection south of Australia
with the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State;
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d thence south along the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State to its
intersection with the outer limit of the Australian fishing zone;
e thence westerly and northerly along that outer limit to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE 4
AREA OF THE NORTHERN SHARK FISHERY
The area of waters adjacent to the State bounded by a line -
a commencing at the intersection north of Australia of the outer limit of the
Australian fishing zone with the meridian ofLongitude 123°45’ East;
b running thence south along that meridian to its intersection with the northern shore
of
c thence northerly and easterly along that shore to its intersection north of Australia
with the eastern edge ofthe waters adjacent to the Statç
d thence north along the eastern edge of the waters adjacent to the State to its
intersection with the outer limit ofthe Australian fishing zone;
e thence westerly and southerly along that outer limit to the point of commencement.
Datedthe iqtX dayof Oac*iber l99L
Signed for and on behalfofthe




Signed for and on behalf ofthe
State ofWestern Australia by the
Honoursble MONTAGUE GRANT
HOUSE,, Minister for Fisheries
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1, THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL of the Commonwealth of Australia, acting with the
advice of the Federal Executive Council, in pursuance of subsections 741 and 751
of the Fisheries Management Ac: 1991, hereby approve this instrument.
Dated 199
Governor-General
I, MIJtWEL- FE*Y the Governor ofthe State ofWestern Australia, acting by and
with the advice qf the Executive Council in pursuance of the provisions of the
Fisheries Act 1905, hereby approve this instrument.
Given under my hand thistäay
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